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Set Up

Key Coaching Points

Develop use of controlling surfaces (foot inside/outside/
laces, thigh, chest) to bring the ball under control.

Ball needs to be soccer distance away after 1st touch -
close enough to keep possession, but far enough away to
be able to lift head use peripheral vision when looking at the
ball.

Encourage players to be on toes move in line with ball able
to move forward or backward.

Receive ball w/ cushioned control to bring it under control
quickly.

Set Up
20x20 grid, each player has a ball (egg).

How the game is played

Players toss their egg into the air and try to prevent it from breaking before it hits the floor.

The players work on the different controlling surfaces and technique to bring the ball under control to their feet as quickly as
possible.

Foot, thigh.

Control and move, control and move.

AYSO 10U - Control Egg Game
Written by American Youth Soccer Organization

15 mins 10 players 10 balls 4 cones 20 x 20 area

Multiple Surfaces

Distance

On Your Toes!

Cushion First Touch
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Set Up

Key Coaching Points

Use numerous controlling surfaces (foot, thigh, chest).

Move into line with the ball in time to receive it - soft touch.

Read speed trajectory of service (adjust forward/back as
needed).

Prepare ball away from the defender to space or to goal.

Fake direction of control touch when pressure is applied.

Let ball come across body open up.

Set Up
30x20 grid w/ multiple 2-yard goals randomly placed throughout the grid.

How the game is played

Pairs, one ball per pair.

One partner throws the ball up and teammate must control the ball in the direction of the nearest goal and then dribble through the
goal.

Then pick the ball up and throw to opposite partner to do the same.

Progressions/Variations

1. Serving player pressures the player controlling the ball, making them speed up the control and get through a goal quickly

AYSO 10U - Control - Working In Pairs
Written by American Youth Soccer Organization

20 mins 10 players 5 balls 4 cones 30 x 20 area

Multiple Surfaces

In Line With The Ball

Read The Ball

Keep Ball Away From The Defender

Body Feints

Open Up
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Set Up

Key Coaching Points

Read service and move into line w/ ball.

Select controlling surface early and adjust body accordingly.

Check in or check out to lose any defenders by creating
passing angles or options.

Control into space or towards the goal if that is an option
(prepare the ball).

If defender s tight, control protect the ball.

Attitude should be to beat the defender with 1st touch or on
the turn.

Set Up
40x30 field. Play a small-sided game with goalkeepers.

How the game is played

Each player has an assigned man marker on the opposition team.

Players can only challenge their assigned man-marker.

The object for the defensive team is to prevent their counterpart from receiving the ball and scoring.

Offensive players must have quality 1st touch control/efficiency under pressure.

AYSO 10U - Control - Remember Your Number!
Written by American Youth Soccer Organization

20 mins 10 players 1 ball 5 bibs 4 cones 40 x 30 area

In Line With The Ball

Meeting The ball

Double Movements

Where The First Touch Goes

Control and Protect

Beating Defender On First Touch
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Set Up

Key Coaching Points

Emphasize quality control techniques but let them play.

Game conditions should validate what was covered in
training (quality control, 1st touch efficiency, movement).

Set Up
Small-sided match with general rules.

How The Game Is Played

Normal Game Rules

AYSO 10U - Control- Game
Written by American Youth Soccer Organization

20 mins 14 players 1 ball 7 bibs 60 x 40 area

Quality

Players To demonstrate What They Have Learned


